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Australian
mainland cherries
debut in Korea
First cherries were exported by air
arriving in Korea 36 hours after being
picked
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(l-r) James Choi, the Australian ambassador to the
Republic of Korea, Rodney Commerford, senior trade
and investment commissioner Korea and Mongolia,
Australian Trade and Investment Commission.
Credit: Taste Australia programme by Hort
Innovation Australia
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To celebrate the first arrival of Australian
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Korea, hoped Korean consumers would

mainland cherries to Korean market, Taste

welcome the new fruit.

Australia organised a number of diverse

exported to Korea in November,

paving the way for more shipments over
the next three months.

events to introduce Koreans to the
“I am very delighted that we could

product.

introduce the best quality of Australian
Until this year, only small volumes

mainland cherries to Korean market and

cherries from the state of Tasmania - the

customers for the first time ever,” Choi

only growing region with had access - were

said.

Enjoyed this free article from Asiafruit
Magazine and its team of editors? Don't

sent to Korea. Now over 500 tonnes of
fresh cherries will be exported from midNovember 2020 to late February 2021
according to Hort Innovation Australia’s
Taste Australia brand.
The first cherries, just like those that will

“I hope that this new start would lead to

miss out on even more in-depth analysis,

more trades between Australia and Korea,

plus all the latest news from the fresh

and Korean customers would enjoy the

produce

taste of Australia by these cherries.”

Asiafruit Magazine.

Australian mainland cherries will be sold

follow, were airfreighted from Australian
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farms within 36 hours to ensure freshness.

Homeplus, Lotte Mart and Emart with
Tasmanian cherries to join them from
January.

http://www.fruitnet.com/americafruit/article/1474/parts-of-san-diego-quarantined-as-psyllid-count-mounts
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